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Abstract 
Performance Monitoring is an integral part of maintenance. Requirements for a monitoring solution for Cloud are 
totally different from a legacy and virtualized environment monitoring solution. There are many third party 
tools/solutions available for monitoring a cloud. But there are no standard models exist for such a solution as what 
all parameters needs to be covered in the solution so that an exhaustive performance report can be produced for the 
service provider. In the context of Cloud Computing becoming the most sought after technology, there is a need for 
such a standard model. This paper is intended to provide a very brief introduction about Cloud computing and its 
architecture, illustrates how Cloud Performance monitoring differs from traditional monitoring, the different types 
of monitoring in cloud and metrics of interest to various users. The paper also proposes a high level view of a model 
which can be used as a guideline while coming up with performance monitoring solutions for cloud. 
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Introduction 
 
Cloud computing performance is un predictable, because service and demand are geographically distributed through 
the global between the provider and consumers [1].  There is no single cloud. To provide all the services, but there 
should be inter and intra communication between cloud to provide services, to support the services of consumer. 
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They require infrastructure, computing speed, resource management, which should be reserved and available when 
required.  The cloud provider should complement their own stability in providing the services.  The cloud providers 
should also have the facility of expansion and contraction application services between multiple clouds  and also 
check the QOS for managing applications and resources.  I propose a method for maintaining various point of 
failures, duplicate service and time measure. . The basic method also note the assignment of client, single-point or 
multi-point, check the failures , checks for the type of service whether duplicate or not and check down the time. 
Related Work 
An enterprise cloud consists of various numbers of systems and its support service for customer clients[3]. Each 
system service, is turn on and off based on the diversified work done on the system, which require support of VMs, 
Web Servers, Applications servers, Databases, Storage and network infrastructure etc.  Service level agreements are 
not provided for only one service, but service level agreements are contractile done by the service providers to the 
customer, which we call service tree.  
 
The present methods for QOS operate centrally overall monitoring, This method is not effective and feasible 
solution, were cloud is elastic and dynamic in nature. Where Cloud services are unpredictable and service driven[4]. 
To measure the QOS effectively, there is no optimal software for configuration hardware as well as software  in a 
system. The mapping of resources is a challenging task, where cloud is elastic, it should resize provision of 
allocation, it has do workload demand in separately to each domains[4]. 
Organization with worldwide operations face much difficulty in gaining QOS for the users, because Cloud provider 
has data centers in all possible locations throughout the globe. For ex, Saas , Amazon [4]. So the cloud provider will 
design and develop a logical cloud infrastructure at various locations of the world. 
Cloud infrastructure is a combination of private and public clouds which are inter-connected and manage, to manage 
at the single point it is difficult. So, to check the QOS of Logical Cloud and Physical Network cloud is difficult, 
hence I propose some attributes constantly measure and monitor the performance of environment, dynamic 
allocation, changing resource environment and etc. 
 
The proposed Work 
As the cloud metric are constantly changing, I proposed a mechanism to measure QoS in cloud service, redundant 
service, replication of multiple servers , planned up and down time. It also uses an optimized dynamic method for 
resource allocation and de-allocation. 
Figure 1, Figure 2 and 3 – represents the up-to the minutes of QoS. 
The part of the work is divided into 
x Basic Mechanism and inter-related cloud service 
x Dynamic check of service 
x Redundancy Service Elimination 
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Fig  1   Mechanism Representation  
 
Nth  minutes % Availability =   ( UP minutes Total Number)  /  (N-  Do not care Minutes )  *  100 
 
In the above example 10 th Availability % minutes =  (6/8)*100 = 75.00% 
 
Check the condition QoS  greater than or equal to  Destination QoS 
Service has got quality up till the minute. 
 
The above figure 1. show the service provide for a day of 24 hrs,  The QoS service maintains and monitors the 
metric values , when service disturbance is occurred it bits of service is maked as X or 0( which indicates the service 
is down) , when indicate UP it is set to 1. The measurement of quality of service that is provided is check with DFS 
based on the Weights between cloud to cloud networks. 
DWN –SERVICE IS DOWN FOR MINUTE X- represent Don’t  care condition 
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Inter-related Cloud Service 
This attribute check the quality of service between two or more associated cloud for providing the  QoS to the 
consumers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig  2.  Associated service measurement  
 
The basic service that is provided between cloud may be advertising, searching, editing and basic manipulation 
operation.  
 
Composite service Available By cloud C up to Min Nth  
 
   = (Intersection of UP minute / N) *100 
   = ( 8/10) * 100 = 80% 
 
Intersection calculation represent the UP minutes belonging to both Service Cloud A and Service Cloud B. 
   Check the QoS  greater than or equal to destination QoS 
   Service has got its target QoS up till the minute 
 
To provide the service to the consumer , the composite cloud should be available at the same time. This type of 
mechanism used for operation is called intersection. 
 
Measure Dynamic Check of Service 
 
In the customer centric nodes are connected with single-point, these single point can fail due to load balancer, if the 
load is extra by the database manager of  load), The connection to the single point node can be duplicated from 
multiple cluster centric from two or more servers. To overcome this , QoS is calculated to avoid , redundancy 
service and single point failure of resource, Weights of each child, weight comparison is checked for load 
management . When there are multiple servers and each of these servers are provide service, at a particular point of 
time certain servers may shut down due to certain impact. When they shutdown the service they are providing will 
be a failure, to over this single point of server failure, each of the server when they go down, there services are 
customized to the nodes in a tree pattern with their accountable weights of the nodes. 
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Fig   3. Weights of Vectors 
 
The service configuration of each node is assigned as weights; these weights provide the relative service to the 
children’s and other Childs.  The parent weights mention the threshold and tolerance level. 
 
Single point failure- If the weight of the components exceeds the threshold value weight of the parent cloud . then 
it is called single point of failure. In figure Cloud B is down, it can take cloud D down by the threshold tolerance of 
parent). 
 
Duplicate Service : A and C cloud provide duplicate service , i.e sum of the weights equal the threshold value of , 
then the service provided is duplicate. Service disruption may arise at different levels, i.e a duplicate entry can be 
posted by the node to the cloud, to eliminate duplicate node entry , a slot reflect reality check has to be done, if the 
slot reflects gives the same slot for each n minutes, then it is a duplicate operation occurs, to eliminate duplicate 
operation, delete the weights for the duplicate slots. 
Evaluated results 
 
The simulator has been implemented to validate the mechanism, The experiments was done in HP server , 3.59 GHz 
processor with 4 GB of RAM running a standard windows 2003 . .NET 2003 server standard Edition 
 
Weights(W) is assigned for every minute of the node clouds and its related contribution ,wrt service 
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Fig  4. QoS Service calculator Tree 
 
The figure 4 above, where multiple calculations were carried on different node points of the clouds, which are inter-
connected. A tool which is developed in .NET verifies the QoS factor of service in each node as well as adjacent 
nodes.  The metric values on which calculations are performed in each node is throughput, availability, Response 
time and report.  The tool runs the whole day  and results are noted for the available metric. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig  5. Weights of Service configuration 
 
The table above show the service and its configuration provided by the cloud, its threshold levels, time , date , 
monthly and yearly calculations were notified for measurements. 
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Table 1. Configuration of cloud  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Experimental Results 
Results are calculated based on single point of datacenter for a period of one month, The tool developed will analyze 
the size of tree service with varying number of nodes in a tree. The graph shows the  
Data Center Scaling 
 
 
 
  
Service Disruption     Service Disruption Information 
Token number : 100-01-9839286  Outage Token Number : 100-02-10418819 
Asst :  Data base server . SQL   Asset:  AEMT10002 BOWCLIENT2 
Outage type : (unscheduled)   Impact Type : OUTAGE/UN 
(UnScheduled) 
Caused by : Eds ( internal)   Caused By  :  EDS ( Internal) 
Event start : 7/11/2015 3.30 PM   Event start  7/11/2015  7:00 AM 
Event End : 7/11/2015  3:53 PM   Event End  7/11/2015  10:00 AM 
 
   Calculation and Measurements 
   Calculator type :  Composite (Type 2) 
   Start Date : 5/11/2015 
   End Date : -- 
   Threshold : 1 
   Weight  : 1 
   Formula : Standard 
   Asset Name : AEMT1003 
   Daily Threshold: < 91.4562 
   Monthly Thres : <90.9825 
   Yearly Threshold: <90.7144 
   Daily calculation: 98.40 
   Daily Outage : 23 
   Daily Uptime : 1415 
   Daily Base  : 1416 
   Monthly : 98.999 
   Yearly  : 98.987 
Fig  6. Measurement of Data Center 
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uptime vs computational time of nodes  
 
Scaling of Resource  
 
 
  Fig 7. Measurement of Cloud Services 
The figure above shows the load of measuring on various clouds in variance of number of clouds in service.  
 
Conclusion 
The framework develop can be implemented and possible only to private clouds, the work can be extended for 
bitterly to increase the resource provision in global cloud for better service provision. 
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